
MOVE OUT CLEANING GUIDE 
You are required to return the unit empty and broom-swept clean, the condition in which you 

received it, normal wear and tear accepted. 

 

 

KITCHEN 
__ Cabinets and drawers emptied and cleaned 

__ Floor and baseboards mopped/cleaned (stains 

removed) 

__ Walls cleaned and items taken off walls 

__ Fridge/ freezer interior and exterior emptied 

and cleaned (trays, shelves, door seal, handles) 

__ Stove surface and interior cleaned 

(including knobs and underneath panel) 

__ Stove bottom drawer cleaned 

__ Oven interior and racks cleaned 

__ Microwave interior/exterior cleaned 

__ Sink/ faucets cleaned 

__ Garbage disposal empty and operational 

__ Dishwasher interior and exterior emptied and 

cleaned 

__ All surface areas cleaned and trash removed 

 

BEDROOMS 
__ Windows and blinds cleaned 

__ Walls cleaned and items taken off walls 

__ Carpets/ Floor vacuumed and stains removed 

__ Furniture vacuumed and wiped down 

__ Drawers cleaned and debris removed 

__ Dresser cleaned and clothing rods in place 

__ Desk surface cleaned and chair in place 

__ Mattress clean and free of stains. 

__ Door/ handles cleaned and operational 

 

ALL CLOSETS 
__ Cleared of personal items/ trash 

__ Doors and shelves wiped down 

__ All closet rods in place 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIVING ROOM 
__ Windows and blinds cleaned 

__ Floor and baseboards vacuumed/ mopped/ 

and cleaned (stains removed) 

__ Walls cleaned and items taken off walls 

__ Furniture vacuumed/ wiped down and put in 

original location 

__ Couch cushions wiped down and debris 

removed from under cushions 

__ Tables/ Chairs wiped down and cleaned 

__ TV and remote present and operational 

__ Heat vents and registers wiped off 

 

BATHROOMS 
__ Cabinets and drawers emptied and cleaned 

__ Toilet tank and base cleaned 

__ Toilet bowl scrubbed 

__ Floor and baseboards cleaned and mopped 

__ Sinks cleaned 

__ Shower curtain removed 

__ Vanity surface cleaned 

__ Mirror cleaned 

__ Shower/ Tub floor and walls scrubbed 

(free of soap scum and mildew) 

 

 

OTHER 
__ Washer/ Dryer interior and exterior cleaned 

(lint removed from tray) 

__ All belongings and trash removed from inside 

and outside of home. 

__ All furnishings provided staged in original 

location 

__All smoke detectors present and operational 

 


